NAVAIR and NAVSEA Technical Manuals are largely distribution restricted and issue controlled. Each Command has designated an organizational component to manage and control access to these resources.

The majority of technical manual issuances are available on-line, but only to approved users. Access requests should be directed as follows:

NAVAIR Technical Manuals can be accessed through NAVAIR’s Technical Manual Application System (TMAPS):
Contact NATEC in San Diego, CA:  
https://mynatec.navair.navy.mil/  
Customer Service phone - 619.545.1888  
Customer Service email - nani_customerservice@navy.mil

NAVSEA Technical Manuals can be accessed through NAVSEA's Technical Data Management Information System (TDMIS):
Contact NSDSA in Port Hueneme, CA:  
Customer Service phone - 805.228.0669  

Additionally, hardcopy of both NAVAIR and NAVSEA Technical Manuals (as available) can be acquired through the standard MILSTRIP Requisitioning process.

NOTE: Configuration Management is a key component of both NAVAIR and NAVSEA’s Technical Manual Programs. The Navy has instituted robust Library Management programs to ensure the use and application of correct configuration technical information relative to the hardware systems, components and support equipments being used. Fleet users are cautioned to adhere to existing regulations and directives concerning use of only approved sources for maintenance information.